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BACKGROUND

On July 17 , 2008, my office received a request from the Applicant to review the feeth

assessment given to her by Yellowknife Education District #1 in connection with a

Request for Information which she had submitted to the District.  Her request had been

for copies of records in relation to the maintenance or elimination of English

programming at Ecole J.H. Sissons School.   The application fee of $25.00 was paid.  

Upon receipt of the Request for Information, a representative of the Education District

contacted the Applicant suggesting that she narrow the scope of her Request.  She was

also advised that the public body was seeking legal advice before responding to the

request.   The Applicant attempted to narrow the scope of her Application and provided

the public body with a revised request.    The public body then sent a letter to the

Applicant invoking Section 50(1) of the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy

Act which requires that an Applicant may be required to pay prescribed fees for the

services necessary to provide the information requested.  The letter included a fee

estimate as required by the Act.   That fee estimate was $7,414.00, calculated as

follows:

Locating and retrieving records
20 hours @$27.00 per hour $   540.00

Copying records for retrieval
3630 pages @ .25 per page $   907.00

Preparing records for disclosure
3630 pages @ 2 minutes per page = 7260
divided by 60 minutes = 121 hours @ $27.00 per hour $3,267.00
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Supervision of review of the records
360 pages @reading at 300 words per minute, averaging
500 words per page 93630 x 500 x 1,815,000 words/300 =
6050 minutes/60minutes = 100 hours x $27.00 per hour $2,700.00

Total $7,414.00

The letter to the Applicant also indicated that if she found the fees to be a “burden” to

her, that they would be happy to discuss them with her with a view to taking approaches

to the request which might reduce the fees required while providing the information

needed.  There was further correspondence between the Applicant and the School

District in which there was a further attempt by the Applicant to explain what she was

looking for in terms of a response, as narrowly stated as she could make it without

having knowledge of what specific records existed.  In response, a representative of the

public body made the following comments:

In response to your June 8, 2008 e-mail adjusting the scope of your ATIP

(sic) request to whether there was premeditation on the part of the District

to discontinue English programming at JH Sissons, the only information

we have about JH Sissons becoming a French school is the French

Revitalization report that was done by Evaluation Plus in 2005 and the

recommendations that were made in the report to the Board from that

report.  This report is on our ....website.

There were a number of documents that were created and used for public

consultation following the French Revitalization report, which were all

presented publicly at the time.

My interpretation of all documents we have related to programming at JH

Sissons indicate that there was no premeditation to make JH Sissons an

all-French school.  If you wish to review the documents yourself, the fee

estimate previously provided reflects the volume and scope of those

documents.
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The Applicant then asked me to review the fee assessment and to make

recommendations with respect to whether or not it was appropriate under the Act.

A letter was written to both parties on July 18 , 2008 offering mediation to attempt toth

address the issue, keeping in mind the underlying purposes of the Act as well as other

factors.  The Applicant responded positively to the mediation option.   The public body

failed to respond to my correspondence.   A further letter was written to the public body

on August 5  asking for their position with respect to mediation.  When no responseth

was received by the date requested, I interpreted the lack of response as a refusal to

consider mediation and therefore decided to proceed with my review on the substantive

issues.   Another letter was written to the public body on August 27 , asking the publicth

body to provide copies of all responsive records, as well as their submissions with

respect to the issues on or before September 30 .  On September 11 , the public bodyth th

sent a letter apologizing for not responding to earlier correspondence and indicating

that they were amenable to mediation.   For approximately a month, my office

attempted to arrange with the public body for dates on which the mediation could take

place but, for various reasons, the public body was unable to commit to any dates.  By

October 15 , the Applicant, frustrated with the public body, withdrew her consent toth

mediation and asked me to proceed with the review.   As a result, I asked the public

body to provide me with their detailed submissions with respect to the fee assessment

issue.  Those submissions were received on November 26  and the Applicant wasth

given the opportunity to respond, and she did so.

THE ISSUE

The sole issue before me in this review is whether the fee assessment provided to the

Applicant by the public body was appropriate and in accordance with the provisions of

the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
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THE RELEVANT SECTIONS OF THE ACT

Always and primarily relevant to any review which I do is section 1 of the Act, which

states the purposes of the Act as follows:

1. The purposes of this Act are to make public bodies more
accountable to the public and to protect personal privacy by

(a) giving the public a right of access to records held by public
bodies;

(b) giving individuals a right of access to, and a right to request
correction of, personal information about themselves held by
public bodies;

( c) specifying limited exceptions to the rights of access;

(d) preventing the unauthorized collection, use or disclosure of
personal information by public bodies; and

(e) providing for an independent review of decisions made under this
Act.

Courts throughout the country, including the Supreme Court of Canada, have

consistently held that access legislation is quasi-constitutional in nature and exemptions

and restrictions to access should be interpreted narrowly.  Access to information is the

rule, not the exception.  

Section 5 of the Act provides that the right of access to information is “subject to the

payment of any applicable fee”.

Also applicable is section7(1) of the Act which requires public bodies to “make every

reasonable effort to assist an applicant and to respond to an applicant openly,

accurately, completely and without delay”.
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Another section which has some relevance to this request for review is section 10 which

states:

(1) Where an applicant is told under subsection 9(1) that access to a
record will be given, the head of the public body concerned must
comply with this section.

(2) Where an applicant has asked for a copy of a record, the copy
must be provided with the response or the applicant must be given
reasons for the delay in providing the copy if

(a) the record, or the part of it to which access will be given, can
be reasonably reproduced by the public body using its
normal equipment and expertise; and

(b) creating the copy would not unreasonably interfere with the
operations of the public body.

(3) Where an applicant has asked to examine a record or when a copy
is not being provided under subsection (2), the applicant must

(a) be permitted to examine the record or part of the record; or

(b) be given access in accordance with the regulations.
  

In addition, the Regulations in place pursuant to the Act also contain relevant direction

with respect to the issues in this review. 

Regulation 2(3):

(3) Where a person is given access to a record, the head of the public
body may require that the person be given a copy of the record,
rather than the opportunity to examine it, if the head is of the
opinion that providing for examination of the record

(a) would unreasonably interfere with the operations of the
public body; or

(b) may result in the disclosure of information that is restricted
or prohibited from disclosure under section 4 of the Act or
under Division B of Part 1 of the Act.
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Regulations 9 ,10 and 11 deal with fees applicable to an Access request:

9. (1) Where an applicant is required to pay a fee for services, the
fee is payable in accordance with sections 10 to 14.

   (2) Fees assessed under sections 11 and 12 must not exceed
the actual costs of the services provided.

10. (1) An estimate of fees provided under subsection 50(2) of the
Act must set out         

a) the time and cost required to

i) search for and retrieve the record,

ii) prepare and physically sever the record for
disclosure, and

iii) copy the record;

b) the cost of computer time involved in locating and
copying a record, or, if necessary, programming to
create a new record;

c) the cost of supervising an applicant who wishes to
examine the original record, where applicable; and

d) the cost of shipping the record or a copy of the
record.

 
11. (1) This section applies to a request for access to a record that

is not a record of the personal information of the applicant.
.....

(4) Other than the initial fee, fees may not be charged unless
the total amount of the fees calculated in accordance with
Schedule B, excluding the initial fee, exceeds $150.00.

(5) Where the amount of the fees calculated in accordance with
Schedule B, excluding the initial fee, exceeds $150.00, the
total amount of the fees is to be charged.

(6) A fee may not be charged for the time spent in reviewing a
record.
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14. The head of a public body may excuse the applicant from paying all
or part of a fee if, in the opinion of the head, the applicant cannot
afford the payment or, for any other reason, it is fair to excuse
payment.

I have, reproduced the fee schedule (Schedule B) of the regulations at the end of these

recommendations for reference.

THE PUBLIC BODY’S POSITION

The public body says that there are two aspects of the Applicant’s request for

information which caused them difficulty.  First, they say, the request was very broad in

scope.  It did not identify specific records (for example, “a letter dated April 28") but

instead required the person responding to the request to use his or her judgment to

determine whether a particular record was responsive to the request.   Furthermore,

once a record was identified as being responsive, the public body needed to review the

record to ensure that it did not contain any personal or confidential information

“unrelated to the request” which might require redaction.   The second difficulty they

had was that all of the records of this public body are not located or stored in one place.

It is their position that they attempted to assist the Applicant to reduce her costs by

inviting her to modifying her request and by discussing the matter with them “with a view

to taking approaches to the request which may reduce the fees required while providing

the information requested”.  They say that although they received further

correspondence from the Applicant in response, it did not assist them to focus the

search an more narrowly.  It is their position that the request made by the Applicant was

not detailed enough for them to identify which records the Applicant was interested in. 

They say that, in the way the request was phrased, the Applicant was asking the public

body to “prove or disprove and then provide the documents to support” the Applicant’s

theory that there was more to the issue than was being told to the public.

The public body says that when they received the Applicant’s request for information,
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they sent out a request to all District Office staff and asked them to provide “any/all

information you have access to” related to the request.  They say that 20 hours was the

actual amount of time spent by the board office and the individuals who responded to

the request.  

The number of responsive records was estimated by comparing the piles of records

recovered to a ream of 500 pages of photocopy paper plus the actual number of

electronic pages.   Although the responsive records have been identified, the public

body indicates that as of yet, those records have not been copied or reviewed in

preparation for disclosure.  

In response to my inquiry as to what, if any, steps had been taken to assist the

Applicant to mitigate or reduce the costs of her request, other than simply suggesting

that she narrow the scope of her request, the public body indicated that they pointed

the Applicant to one publicly available document (the French Revitalization Review

Report) which was available on their website.  They further indicated that, because the

Applicant had copied my office with their correspondence, they thought that I might

make suggestions to assist.

I also asked the public body to justify the time they had estimated for “preparing the

record for disclosure”, particularly in light of Regulation 11(6) which disallows any fee for

“the time spent reviewing a record”.  They indicated that they had been advised by the

ATIPP Co-Ordinator for Education, Culture and Employment (ECE) that the documents

would have to be reviewed and potentially each page would have to be redacted as a

result of personal information or confidential information unrelated to the Applicant’s

request.  Their interpretation of Regulation 11(6) was that it did not allow a fee for the

time spent by the Applicant in reviewing the file.

I asked why the Applicant was being charged photocopy fees when she had requested

that she be entitled to view the responsive records and was not asking for copies.  In
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response, they said that they had been advised by ECE that the records had to be

photocopied in order to allow the review and redaction process, and that this had to be

done whether the Applicant received the copies or merely asked to see them. 

Furthermore, they had been told that someone from the public body had to be present

in the room to supervise while the Applicant was going through the documents.

When asked whether any thought had been given to waiving or reducing the fees in this

instance in light of the public interest element of the issue, the public body indicated

that the fees were based on the real cost to the public body and to waive or reduce

these fees would ultimately result in a corresponding reduction in the funds available for

the delivery of education to the children of the district.  They once again pointed to the

fact that the Applicant had been encouraged to review the French Revitalization Report

which they felt “would be of use to her and would answer the questions she was

asking”.  They say that the request to see the records, in their view, went beyond the

“public interest element of the issue”.

THE APPLICANT’S POSITION

The Applicant says that her Request for Information was prompted by an interest, as a

parent and as a taxpayer, in steps that the public body was taking in the management

of one of the schools in their district.  She says that she had reason to believe that the

school board and administration were not being entirely forthright with parents in their

recent decision to eliminate the English track program at one elementary level school in

Yellowknife.  She says that the decision was sudden and did not seem well thought out. 

She says that since 2004, when the Board moved to introduce an early French

immersion program at the school, there had been a widespread perception among

parents that the Board had all along intended to eliminate English at the school and

create an all-French immersion school for the public system.  She says that the Board’s

sudden decision last spring to change the focus of the school served to strengthen this

perception.
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The Applicant in this case says that she had attended several board meetings during

the months previous to the decision being made and says that there was no real

discussion of the issue.  Rather, she says, a motion would be introduced and then

passed with little or no discussion.  This made her believe that the real discussions

were taking place behind closed doors or in in camera meetings.  She says, as a result,

that she submitted her request to ascertain whether or not the matter was ever fully

discussed and if so, what the essence of the discussion was.

She questions the fee estimate of over $7,000.00.   She cannot understand how the

cost could possibly be that high when the public body insists that the only relevant

documents are public consultation documents.  She also questions why, if there are no

other records responsive to her request, there was a need for the public body to consult

with legal counsel before addressing her request.   She says that she’s merely an

interested private citizen and the fee assessment of over $7,000.00 effectively blocks

her ability to access the records she is asking for.   She says she is not pursuing this

issue in a malicious or frivolous manner but is concerned about the way that this public

entity is spending tax dollars.

The Applicant says that she has some experience with access to information matters in

that she has been involved in such requests in her employment capacity.  That

experience has lead her to suggest that the claim made by the public body that it took

them 20 hours just to locate all of the responsive records is difficult to believe, unless

the record management system of the public body is not properly maintained.  

The Applicant is also of the view that the way in which this Request for Information has

been handled by the public body has only strengthened her suspicion that the Board is

afraid of what she might find if she receives the requested documentation.  She does

not feel that the public body has been in any way helpful in responding to her request.
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DISCUSSION

I have to say that I, too, have been frustrated with the public body’s response, firstly to

the Request for Information, and secondly to this review process.  I appreciate that this

might be the first time this particular public body has had to respond to an access

request and for that reason I am prepared to give them the benefit of the doubt. 

However, from the perspective of the Applicant, I can well understand her frustration

and growing suspicions.  

The discussion of this matter should begin, as always, with the stated purposes of the

act --- to ensure that the public has the ability to access public records so that they can

challenge the decisions made by those spending public funds and hold them to

account.  In Dagg v. Canada (Minister of Finance)[1997] 2 S.C.R. 403, Justice Laforest

of the Supreme Court of Canada commented on the purpose of access to information

legislation.   He said:

The overarching purpose of access to information legislation

is to facilitate democracy by helping to ensure that citizens

have the information required to participate meaningfully in

the democratic process and that politicians and bureaucrats

remain accountable to the citizenry.

This case demonstrates that purpose more than most.  The Applicant wants to know

how and why certain policy decisions were made which affected her and others as

taxpayers and as parents.  She feels that there is more to the issue than what the

public body is willing to share.   She has the right, under this Act, to explore her

concerns and to make the public body accountable to her for those decisions.   

The Act itself makes it clear that public bodies are expected to assist Applicants in any
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way they can to ensure that they are able to have access to the records they are

seeking.  Again, although I do not believe that the public body in this case has done

anything in “bad faith”, the fact is they have done a very poor job of dealing with the

request and an even poorer job of assisting the Applicant.  This has had the effect of 

making the Applicant even more suspicious of the Board’s motivations, rather than

assuaging her concerns in any way.   To her, it makes it look like the public body is

trying to hide something.

As a starting point, it must be said that the Act contemplates that a fee can be charged

for a request for access to information.   Over the years, public bodies have, for the

most part, been slow to charge fees in access to information matters.   More often than

not, except for the $25.00 application fee, no additional fee has been charged either

because the public body chooses not to impose such a fee (which is their prerogative

under the Act) or the request does not meet the criteria for an additional fee (less than

$150.00).   In this case the public body chose to impose a fee which they estimated to

be almost $7,500.00.   This kind of a fee is clearly going to dissuade any private citizen

from pursuing the request further.  If this fee estimate is not revised, it will effectively

preclude the Applicant  from being able to obtain the records she has requested. 

Perhaps more significantly, this would set a precedent which would have a significant

negative impact on the ability of the public to access records in general.   Restrictions

on access to information should be minimal and narrowly interpreted.   In these

circumstances, therefore, it is my opinion that the onus of justifying the fee estimate

falls on the public body.

In this case, the public body has provided the following fee estimates:

1. Locating and retrieving records

The public body indicates that it took 20 hours to locate and retrieve the records in

question and have estimated the fee for those hours at $540.00.  Schedule “B” allows
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for a maximum fee of $6.75 per quarter hour or $27.00 per hour for locating and

retrieving records.  I note that this is a maximum fee, not a minimum one.   I also note

that the public body cannot charge more than the actual cost to the public body.   The

Board did not provide the names of the individuals who were involved in the search or

how much time each of those persons spent on the search and retrieval.  Nor did they

provide me with any information as to the actual cost of this labour to the Board.    

One of the reasons that the Board says it took a lot of time to identify and retrieve

responsive records was because they do not keep all of their records in one place. 

They did not explain why this was or in how many other places those records might

exist.  Nor did they provide me with an indication of all the places they needed to look

(ie: e-mail records, archives, paper files etc).    I agree with the Applicant that she

should not have to pay for poor record management practices, if that is the reason that

the  searches took so much time.   The public body denies this is the case but did not

provide me with an explanation as to why the records were stored in more than one

central office.   

Another of the reasons which the Board says it took so much time is that the Applicant

did not ask for specific documents.  Her request was for documents which referred to a

certain subject.   In most cases, members of the public are not going to know what

records exist so that they can refer to them specifically.   This is one of those cases.   In

these circumstances, it is obviously going to take longer to identify and retrieve relevant

records and I accept that as a fact.    

2. Copying records for retrieval

The public body has estimated that they have identified 3630 pages.  The fee for

copying allowed under Schedule “B”  is a maximum of $.25 per page.  The public body

has, therefore, estimated photocopying fees at $907.00.
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The public body is quite right that, one way or another, it is likely that at least some

copies are going to have to be made order to respond to the Applicant’s request for

information.   This is true whether she wants to review the records or to have copies

provided to her.   However, if she is to view the records, as opposed to having copies

provided to her, it is likely that the number of copies necessary would far less than the

total number of responsive pages.    Under this scenario, copies would only have to be

made of records which included information which was exempt from disclosure under

the Act so that they could be appropriately edited before disclosure.   There would be

no need to make copies of the other records as the Applicant could simply look at the

originals.   Because I have not seen the records, I cannot say whether the number of

records which might contain exempt information constitutes the majority or the minority

of the records.  The public body is in the best position to know this.   I can say with a

fair amount of certainty, however, that not all of the 3630 pages will have information in

them that requires that a copy be made if the Applicant simply “views” the records.

We also don’t know if any of these 3630 pages of records include duplicates of the

same record.  For all we know, the same record might have turned up in a number of

places.   The Applicant is not likely going to need multiple copies of it.  Furthermore, we

know that at least one of these records is available on-line, as the public body has

already indicated that to the Applicant.  

Finally, there is no indication from the public body what the actual cost of a photocopy

is.  I would be surprised, in fact, to learn that the actual cost of a photocopy, including

paper and ink, would amount to as much as $.25 per page.   As noted, the regulations

provide that the Applicant cannot be charged more than the actual cost.    

These are all factors which will affect the number of copies needed to fulfil the

Applicant’s request. 
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3. Preparing records for disclosure

The public body has indicated a fee of $3,267.00 for preparing the records for

disclosure, calculated as follows:

 

3630 pages @ 2 minutes per page = 7260

divided by 60 minutes = 121 hours @ $27.00 per hour $3,267.00

Here, the regulations are not clear.  Regulation 10 provides that the fee estimate should

include the time and cost required to prepare and physically sever the record for

disclosure.  Regulation 11(6), however, says that no fee can be charged for the time

spent in reviewing a record.   I cannot reconcile these two provisions.   The public body

suggests that Regulation 11(6) refers to the time which the Applicant might spend

reviewing the records.   This is completely inconsistent with all of the other items listed,

which all refer to costs to the public body.  I do not agree with the public body’s

interpretation of this section.   The general rule in interpreting Access to Information

legislation is to restrict obstacles to disclosure.  Where, as here, there is a question as

to what is meant by the wording used, in my opinion the interpretation given must

favour disclosure.  No fee may be charged for reviewing records in preparation for

disclosure.  

4. Supervision of review of the records

Here the public body has estimated a fee of $2,700.00, estimating 100 hours of

employee time to be devoted solely to “supervision”. 

This part of the public body’s fee estimate raises all kinds of questions for me.  Does

the public body feel that they would have to devote an employee solely to “supervision”

while the Applicant was viewing the records, such that they could not undertake any

other duties of their employment?  If so, has the public body considered their discretion
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pursuant to Regulation 2(3) which allows head of the public body to require that the

person be given a copy of the record, rather than the opportunity to examine it, if

providing for examination of the record would unreasonably interfere with the operations

of the public body?  Did anyone ever suggest to the Applicant that she might be able to

reduce her costs by choosing to receive copies rather than viewing the records? 

Intuitively, it would make sense that it should cost less to view records than to receive

copies and the Applicant perhaps thought that it would be less expensive to receive the

records in this manner.   Another question that arises is that, if copies of all the records

have been made and edited for the purposes of disclosure, as has been suggested

must be done even if the Applicant is “viewing” only, what is the purpose of

supervision?    The Applicant could walk away with any of the pages and there would

be no consequences to the public body.   All of the original records would be safely in

their appropriate files.  Perhaps it might be necessary to have someone available to

provide the Applicant with the originals if she feels that she needs to see the original to

satisfy herself that a particular record has not been altered (other than under the Act)

but there would be no need for that person to be devoted exclusively to supervising the

Applicant’s review of the records for the entire time it took her to review them. 

In my opinion, the public body has significantly over estimated the cost of responding to

this Applicant and, in doing so, have effectively prevented her from obtaining access to

the records in question.   In preparing the estimate, they have maximized all the

possible costs, without any real consideration of the actual cost of responding to the

request for information or putting their minds in any way to how those costs might be

reduced.   In my opinion, mediation would have been the most appropriate way to deal

with this matter.  There could have been some real, face to face discussion about what

kinds of records the Applicant was looking for, how the costs could be kept to a

minimum and whether or not there was any room to compromise on either side.   This

did not happen.  In my opinion, the public body is to blame for the failure of this matter

to get to mediation.   The Applicant agreed almost immediately to the suggestion made. 

The public body, on the other hand, failed to respond for three months and was then
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unable to provide me with dates they would be available for mediation for more than a

month after that.   The Applicant, understandably,  finally gave up and asked me to

complete my review.   The public body gave me a number of reasons for their initial

delay and for their failure to provide me with dates and I accept their explanations.   The

results, however, are unacceptable. 

As noted above, I believe that this may be the first time this particular public body has

received a request for information under the Act.   There is clearly a lot of learning to be

done and I am hoping that before they even receive these recommendations they have

taken steps to ensure that sufficient resources exist within the office and that personnel

have received appropriate training under the Act so as to avoid the pitfalls they have

fallen into with this application.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

 

Based on the above, I make the following recommendations:

a) the public body should create an index of each record identified as being

responsive to the Applicant’s request for information, providing a short summary

of what is contained in the record (i.e. Letter dated June 5, 2000 from John Doe

to Susan Smith regarding French Immersion education)  along with an indication

of the number of pages in the record, and whether it is available on-line or from

another public source.  This should be provided to the Applicant and she can

then review it to determine which of the listed records she wishes to have access

to.

b) based on the Applicant’s response, the Applicant should be provided with a new

fee estimate, which would include two different numbers -- one to reflect the cost

to the Applicant if she wishes to “view” the records, and the second to reflect the

cost to her if copies of the records are provided to her.
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c) the new fee estimates should reflect the following considerations:

i) the cost for time spent in searching for and retrieving the records should

include only verifiable hours spent on the project.  If there was no record

kept of the time spent, the estimate should be for no more than 5 hours;

ii) under the “viewing” option, copy fees should be included only for those

records which will require edits to deal with exceptions to disclosure.  

iii) only the actual per copy cost of copying (paper, ink, per copy fee paid to

equipment supplier) up to a maximum of $.25 per page should be

included

iv) no copies should be necessary for records available on-line

v) fees for copies should not include more than one version of any record

(no duplicates) unless they contain new information (such as handwritten

notes) in which case only that portion which contains new information

should be copied unless the Applicant asks for the entire record to be

copied a second time. 

vi) no costs should be included for the time spent in reviewing a record in

preparation for disclosure;

vii) no cost should be included for supervision unless the Applicant insists on

viewing the records.

d) because of the circumstances in this case, the public body should seriously

consider excusing the Applicant from paying all or part of the fee.  This would go

a long way to acknowledging their poor handling of the matter and assuring the
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Applicant that they are, in good faith, attempting to respond to her request.

e) if not already done, I would strongly recommend that the public body provide the

necessary training to no less than two of its employees, to include the ATIPP Co-

Ordinator, to ensure that they fully understand their obligations under the Act and

are better equipped to respond to access requests which might be made in the

future.

I would end by making an observation.   The public body in this case was fairly insistent

all along that there was only one record that the Applicant needed to convince her that

there was no premeditation on the part of the District to discontinue English

programming at JH Sissons and they seemed fixated on that one record.   It is not for

any public body to tell an applicant what they need or what they want.  It was clear from

the beginning that this was not going to satisfy the Applicant and, as she herself pointed

out, in the end it appears that there were a good number of records responsive to her

request.     There is much to be said for picking up a telephone and talking directly to

Applicants to try to work things out where there seems to be an impasse.   I cannot help

but feel that if the public body had been more pro-active and open with the Applicant,

there would have been a way to work out the fee issue without involving my office and

creating the further resulting delay in responding to the Applicant’s request for

information.

Elaine Keenan Bengts
NWT Information and Privacy Commissioner 
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SCHEDULE B (Subsections 11(4), (5), 12(2) and 13(3))

MAXIMUM FEES

The amount of the fees set out in this Schedule are the maximum amounts that can be charged
to applicants.

1.    For searching for and retrieving a
       record

$6.75 per 1/4 hour

2.   For producing a record from an             
electronic record:

     (a) computer processing and related        
      charges

     (b) computer programming

actual amount charged to public body

$10.00 per 1/4 hour

3. For preparing and handling a record for
    disclosure

$6.75 per 1/4 hour

4. For supervising the examination of a
    record

$6.75 per 1/4 hour

5. For shipping a record or a copy of a
    record

actual amount charged to public body

6. For copying a record:

    (a) photocopies, hard copy laser print       
    and computer printouts

    (b) floppy disks

    (c) computer tapes

    (d) microfiche (diazo film)
    
    (e) duplication of 16mm microfilm

    (f) duplication of 35mm microfilm

    (g) duplication of microfilm or microfiche
          to paper

    (h) photographs (colour or black and
         white from negative)

$0.25 per page

$10.00 per disk

$55.00 per tape

$0.50 per fiche

$25.00 per roll

$32.00 per roll

$2.00 per page
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           (i)   4" x 5"
           (ii)  5" x 7"
           (iii) 8" x 10"
           (iv) 11" x 14"
           (v) 16" x 20"

   (i) plans and blueprints

   (j) duplication of slide

   (k) duplication of audio cassette

   (l) duplication of video cassette
        (1/4", 1/2" or 8mm - 1 hour)

   (m) duplication of video cassette
         (1/4", 1/2" or 8mm - 2 hours)

$10.00

$13.00
$19.00
$26.00
$40.00

$5.00 per sq. m

$2.00 per slide

$5.00 per tape

$20.00 per tape

$25.00 per tape


